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The Menu of Rice Time from Canby contains about 16 different menus and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $8.4. What User likes about Rice Time:

the best teriyaki chicken around and large sticky rice recommend to call in i every time and it is ready within 15
minutes. be they not a snobby person and judge there restaurant I understand that it is nit the most beautiful, but

there are only 3 employees, so give them a break and enjoy some great eating. read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about

Rice Time:
waited over a 1 2 hour to pick up a door bag order. another thief came when I was there and went because the
service was so bad. this command was not yet to die, my order was extremely late. that's good! read more. Let
yourself be thrilled in Rice Time from Canby by versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine that's authentically

prepared in a wok, Besides, the creative blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous products
is appreciated by the customers - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion. The menus are prepared authentically Asian,

Menus are also prepared here, deliciously and freshly with traditional Indian spices.
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Soup�
RAMYUN NOODLE SOUP $9.0

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL $9.0

Chicke�
BONG BONG CHICKEN $4.5

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Noodle�
U-DON NOODLE SOUP $9.0

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN $8.5

Sush� Rol�
SWEET CHILI SHRIMP ROLLS $10.0

Smal� Plate�
SHRIMP VEGETABLE TEMPURA $9.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Specia� sush� mak� roll�
SPICY CALIFORNIA ROLLS $9.3

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Sid� dishe�
BIG SHRIMP TEMPURA $7.0

STICKY RICE

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI $8.5

CHICKEN

TERIYAKI
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